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PROCESSING: All items, except for the two albums in Box 4, have been numbered as of April 4, 2014. Most are identified on the verso. The slides are sleeved in Mylar. Some of the photographs arrived affixed to paper with tape. The photos have been placed in archival sleeves. The scrapbooks are intact. Original numbers are preserved in the inventory preceded by a number sign (#).
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Maxcine Williams (nee Morgan) was born in Roseburg, Oregon June 10, 1904. She married V.F. “Red” Williams in 1927 and in April of 1928 they sailed for Juneau. They lived in Fairbanks and Anchorage before returning to Juneau, where she went to work for Ordway’s Photo Shop and learned photography. She became acquainted with Ada White Sharples, author of the first book on Alaska wild flowers¹ and began taking black and white photographs of Alaskan plants and flowers. In April of 1932 she took over the retail portion of Juneau Florists (a partnership begun in 1917, by W. H. Case and J. P. Anderson) and became acquainted with Dr. Anderson. She also met Dr. Eric Hult’en, of Sweden (author of a number of books on Alaskan flora), while he was staying in Juneau.

She joined a botany study group that met at the home of Dr. Anderson²; that included Ann Coleman, Helen Johnson, Edith Tucker, Lucile Stonehouse, Bea Shepard, Claudia Kelsey, and Christine Heller. The group formed the Juneau Botanical Club with an herbarium of over 4000 Alaskan flower specimens. In 1949, Maxcine, Lucile Stonehouse, Amy Rude and Christine Heller took a road trip over the Haines, Alcan, Steese and parts of the Richardson highways and collected over 1000 specimens, some which had never been identified.

Red Williams had a number of jobs including a partnership in Juneau’s Sportsman Barbershop. After his death in 1962, Maxcine and Aline Strutz of Anchorage traveled from Barrow to Attu over the next 15 summers, collecting specimens. (They were the first tourists to stay over in Attu.) Her first specimens were named by Dr. Hult’en and later by Dr. Stanley Welsh of Brigham Young University. Some of her specimens are held by the Botanical Museum in Stockholm as well as the Gray Herbarium at Harvard, the Smithsonian, University of AK, University of WA, University of OR, OR State University and Brigham Young.


SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE

Though the bulk of the collection is from 1928-1940s, the collection extends to 1983. The collection contains many images of flowers, most are identified by their botanical name. In addition are images of the places in Alaska that Maxcine traveled, to collect flower specimens. The collection includes images of Ann Coleman, Ada “Bob” Sharples, Lydia John-Hanson, Dr. J. P. Anderson, Mary Joyce, and Dr. Eric Hult’en. A few pictures of the raising of the Str. Islander in 1934 are included. Fairbanks views include the Summit Roadhouse, Cushman Street, and the Curry Hotel. A number of 1929 U.S. Navy aerial photographs are also in the collection.

A scrapbook documenting her 1949 road trip includes images of Lucile Stonehouse, Christine Keller, Amy Rude, and others. A newsletter from the Juneau Botanical Club (Nov. 1949) is in this scrapbook. A second scrapbook contains images of “Red” Williams and hunting trips, images of the Mendenhall Glacier, Auke Lake, Downtown Juneau, Douglas Island and portraits of Ma Pullen, Amos Burg, Barrett Willoughby and others. Single images of Gov. Gruening in Hawaii, Nina Crumrine, and Anna Webster are in the collection.

All items, except for the two albums in Box 4, have been numbered and identified as of April 4, 2014.

INVENTORY

Box 1

Folder 1 (#1 - 98)

1. Fairbanks from airplane [Aerial view with Fairbanks buildings in foreground]

2. Alaska College from air. Fairbanks, Alaska. [Snow covered aerial view] (Marier Bros. photo)

3. Gold Dredge. Fairbanks Creek. (Cann Photo)


5. Summit Roadhouse, Alaska. [Automobile at left of building, American flag displayed on top.] (Cann photo)

6. Cold water thawing system - Alaska [Men working on pipes] (Cann Photo)
7. Cushman Street, Fairbanks, Alaska. (Marier Bros. Photo)
8. Corner of lobby - Curry Hotel. [Stuffed rockers in front of fireplace in view]
9. Curry Hotel - Alaska Railroad. [Side view of hotel building and greenhouse in view]
10. Dining Room. Curry Hotel
11. "Yak" Experimental Farm. Fairbanks, Alaska. (Cann Photo.)
12. [Elk grazing alongside dirt road at Afognak]
13. [Helen Troy Monsen, Dr. (Eric) and Mrs. Hult’en, Mary Joyce and others at Taku Lodge.]
14 to 23. [Salvage and personnel associated with the recovery of the ISLANDER.]
24. [Troller coming out of the inner entrance of Bingham Cove on northern end of Yakobi Island.]
25. [The RELIABLE trying to make the inner entrance to Elfin Cove all low tide.]
26. Troller on rocks in entrance to Deer Harbor, Yakobi Island
27. Troller HELEN T. offshore Yakobi Island, ca. 1940s
28. [Entrance to Elfin Cove; Ernie Swanson's Standard Oil float and fish scow.]
29. [Fishing vessel in Inner Harbor at Elfin Cove.]
30. [Buildings along Inner Harbor at Elfin Cove.]
31. [Fishing vessel at Standard Oil dealer dock at Elfin Cove.]
32. [Outer Harbor, Elfin Cove late 1940's]
33. [Trollers in Outer Harbor Elfin Cove; Fairwater Range and Brady Glacier in background]
34. [Mrs. Anna Webster standing behind a gardenia, Juneau Alaska 1940's]
35. [Close up of J.P Anderson holding flowers. Juneau Alaska late 1930's]
37. Group portrait of [Lucile Stonehouse, J.P Anderson and others.]
38. [J.P. Anderson in his herbarium ca. 1930s]
39 to 41. [Dr. J.P. Anderson, botanist]
42. [J.P. Anderson, Harriet Stonehouse, Ann Coleman, Harry Stonehouse, Maxine Williams, Eagle River, Juneau, Alaska late 1930s.]
43. [J.P. Anderson standing along a path]
44. Close-up of Hoist-away Canopy on the troller ATKA.]
45. [Troller ATKA showing hoist-away canopy.]
46. [Troller ATKA at dock]
47. [Close-up the propeller on ATKA showing twin screws]
48. [The Salmon troller ATKA in action]
49. [Two men and Maxcine Williams with bouquet of flowers celebrating the launching of ATKA]
50. [Fish catch, Warm Springs Bay ca. 1983]
51. [Red Williams. Duck Flats, Turnagain Arm, 1929]
52. Red and Maxcine Williams. Fairbanks, Alaska 1929
53. V.F. (Red) Williams Anchorage, 1929.
55. [Maxcine Williams? In a field of lupine, Eagle River, ca. 1930s]
56. Verso: Self picture [Maxcine Williams] on the Mt. Roberts trail I climbed alone at times. Probably in late ’40s
57. Verso: Lucile Stonehouse and I on the Mt. Roberts trail. In the 40s.

58. Verso: Red snow on Mt. Roberts. Harry Stonehouse’s hand. Up fairly high. On a trip with the Stonehouses and Dr. Anderson and Dr. Kol of Austria (I believe). She was an authority on the organism that causes the colored snow. Probably 40’s Mt. Roberts.

59 to 67. Mabel Blanck at Webster House, Telephone Hill, Minnie Hurley’s dinner party, construction of the Alaska State Office Bldg., Juneau. [20 slides].

**Folder 2** (#99 - 204)

99 to 183. Ada White Sharples, Jack Sharples, construction of the Alaska State Museum (Juneau), construction of the Hilton Hotel (Juneau), Mendenhall Glacier ca. 1960s-1970s. [85 slides]

184. Verso: Anna Webster, president of the Juneau Douglas Telephone Co.

185. [Ada White Sharples]

186 to 204. [Dr. J.P. Anderson, others.]

**Folder 3** (#205 - 333)

205 to 279. Scenics, communities, Fairbanks, Ketchikan, glaciers. [74 color slides]

279 to 329. Bert and Mary’s Roadhouse (Big Delta), hunting scenes, aerial photographs of communities, ice fields, glaciers, New Eddystone rock, [50 photographs, includes 2, hand-tinted]


331. Ernest Gruening, wife & son

332. Gruening son, wife, family.


**Folder 4** (#334 - 503)

Attu, plants, Ann Coleman in her garden, landscapes, other people and places. [170 slides]
334. Terrible Mt., Attu.

335. Terrible Mt., Attu.


337. Attu village sign.

338. Terrible Mt., Attu.

339. Terrible Mt., Attu July 10/73.

340. Plaque to Jap soldier, Attu.

341. Sunrise Attu.

342. From Terrible Mt. looking back at Loran & our hut.

343. Terrible Mt., Attu.


346. Scenic from Terrible Mt.

347. Scene from Terrible Mt., Gilbert Ridge in background.

348. Long shot of church, Attu (ex).

349. Old runway and our hut, Attu.

350. From Terrible Mt. looking toward massacre V., Attu. Lupine in foreground.

351. Flower scenic, Attu.

352. Attu sign “Attu International Airport”.

353. Attu Geodetic Survey marker.


355. Sunrise, Attu.
356. Close-up church, Attu.

357. Looking back at Bay & Loran station, Attu.

358. Lt. Duvall & old water tank, Attu.

359. Aline Strutz and part of Massacre Bay, Attu.


361. Some of debris from our hut, Attu.

362. Old chimney, Attu.


364. Aline, sunrise, Attu.


366. Apache Trail, Attu?

367. Massacre Bay, Attu.

368. [no descript.]

369. Underexposed hill with storage tanks, Attu.

370. Lupine and Orchis, Gilbert Ridge in background.


372. Our stovepipe.

373. Over point leading to Loaf Is.


375. Chichagof Harbor.

376. Hospital Rd., Attu.

378. From Loaf Is. To Casco Bay.

379. Old cemetery- Chicagof, Attu.

380. Anemone from Engineer Hill, Attu.

381. Plaque to Japanese Colonel Yamasake.

382. Loaf Is.

383. (underexposed) Pyramid & Cisco H. from air, Attu.

384. Sarana Bay & Lake Nicholas, Attu.

385. Hill by Engineers Ridge near Clevesy Pass, Attu.

386. Near Peaceful River, Attu.

387. Cisco Harbor, Attu.

388. Sarana Harbor, Attu.

389. Coming up Hospital Hill, Attu.

390. Toward pass Peaceful River, Attu.

391. Hospital Rd.


393. Group at Chicagof Harbor.

394. Volcano.

395. Ethel at Jap memorial.

396. Aline & dogs station.


398. Volcano.
399. Ray leaving with camera equip.

400. Taking pictures Sarana Bay, Attu.

401. The caves on Attu.

402. Volcano.


404. Attu.

405. Breaking ground for memorial library.

406. Volcano.


408. Trees by chapel, Attu.


410. Terrible Mt.

411. Aline taking pic of chimney, Attu.

412. Trees by church edge, Attu.

413. Aline Strutz and Lt. (jg) M.L. Duvall.

414. Volcano.

415. Great Siskin volcano.

416. Northway Road Christine Heller LS.

417. Eagle River, late 30’s.

418. Amy & Lily Dache hat.

419. [no descript.]
420. Bert, Mary & Irene MW124.

421. Lucille Stonehouse(sp?), Amy Rude, Christine Heller.

422. George Skuse, Lilian Skuse.

423. Aline Strutz at our hut, Attu.

424. Chris & Lydia.

425. Cecilia Neimi.


427. Aline, men & station.


429. [Glacier trail- Mendenhall Glacier, Juneau]

430. Red & Thompson, Mend. Lake [Mendenhall].

431. Reg – Attu.

432. Ann Coleman in her garden.

433. Norman Banfield and sheefish.

434. Island off Eagle River, late 30’s, Juneau, Alaska.

435. Arizona.

436. Jeanne & Bonnie, Eagle Summit 6/21/64.

437. Salmon Creek Dam, Dr. Anderson, Mr. Brown in 1946.

438. Dr. Anderson on Mt. Roberts in 30’s.

439. [no descript.]

440. Thompson.

441. JP. Anderson, Mr. Brown, Salmon Creek Reservoir, 1946.
442. Juneau [indecipherable]


444. [2 men, one woman on picnic table]

445. Min, Gram, Carol & Mabel.


447. Gram Webster.

448. Jon & rhodo [rhododendron].

449. Me- Attu. [Maxcine].

450. Me- Attu. Aline’s slide [Maxcine].

451. Me by spruce, Attu [Maxcine].

452. Aline taking my pic, Attu [Maxcine].

453. Perry & basket.

454. Me in front of hut, Attu [Maxcine].

455. Maxcine Williams at Attu airport.

456. Me – Poulland [Maxcine].

457. Me [Maxcine].

458. Christine, Amy, Lucille, me – Mt. Roberts.

459. Perry, Ethel, me – Attu.

460. Me by trees by chapel, Attu.

461. Myself & Dodocathem field.

462. Aline & I – Attu sign.
463. Jon & I, 1/21/55.

464. The gang, Attu.

465. Red, Paul & Max.

466. Helen Thompson and I.

467. Adak, Alaska.

468. Agattu - filter.

469. At the marker at Chichagof Harbor.


471. Adak airstrip.

472. Agattu – no filter C.G.L.S.

473. Cold Bay.

474. Creek – Chicagof H. left side looking out harbor.

475. Adak forest sign.

476. Is. between Amchitka & Shemya.

477. Picnic, Chicagof H.

478. Cold Bay sign.

479. Agattu – filter?

480. Amchitka.

481. Cold Bay Flying Tiger.

482. Dutch [Harbor].

483. Agattu Is. with filter.

484. Picnic – Chicagof H.
485. Cold Bay.
486. Old barracks – Dutch [Harbor].
487. Old barracks – Dutch [Harbor].
488. Mt. McKinley.
489. Old Bishop’s house – Unalaska.
490. Pyramid & Massacre Bay from station.
491. Old barracks – Dutch [Harbor].
492. McK & cotton [Mt. McKinley].
493. Unalaska from Dutch [Harbor].
494. Kelly directing car.
495. Cold Bay.
496. Shemya.
497. Crosses on graves, Unalaska.
498. McK Ref. Lake #51 [Mt. Mckinley reflected on lake]
499. Shemya hotel.
500. Unalaska yacht.
501. Mt. McKinley & cotton grass.
503. Along the chain?

Folder 5 (#504 – 535)

Flowers, landscapes. [33 photographs, color, 8x10 and smaller.]
504. (2 c.) Alaska Boykenia and Alaska Range.

505. Brown cotton grass covered by houses now.

506. Lupine field – covered by houses now.

507. Canada dogwood.

508. Canada dogwood.

509. Jacob’s ladder.

510. In a Juneau, Alaska garden.

511. [same garden].

512. Fireweed – Lake Kluane.

513. Queen’s Cup.

514. Ore-gold Ye-Po-Ah Terrace.

515. Fairy Slipper.

516. Attu Saxifrage.

517. Mt. McKinley & cotton grass.

518. Mt. McKinley & cotton grass.


520. Arctic Chrysanthemums, Valdez, Alaska.

521. Aleutian Orchid on Attu Island (Orchis aristata).

522. the hillsides’ Dew Pearled.

523. Southern Oregon country.

524. Auke Lake & Mendenhall Glacier near Juneau Ala [color pencil drawing].

525. One of the Three Guardsmen, Haines Hwy.
526. Mt. McKinley from Stoney Ridge.

527. Entering Ketchikan, Alaska.

528. [Bar Harbor, Ketchikan, Alaska].

529. Sunset glow.

530. Princess Louise entering Juneau.


532. Sunset from a Ya-Po-Ah window.

533. Lake Kluane, Y.T.

534. Morning fog, Auke Bay.

535. 1969 snowstorm.

Folder 6 (#536 – 554)

Dr. J.O. Anderson, Ada Sharples, etc. [14 photographs, b&w, color photographs and negatives]

536. Mr. & Mrs. Bob Brown Harry S. & JPA Dr. Anderson, Mr. Mrs. Brown-Conesville, Iowa, Harry, Lucile Stonehouse 1946. (neg.)

537. Dr. JP Anderson Mr & Mrs Brown Harry & Lucile 1946. (neg.)

538. Dr. Anderson in lab ca 1935. (neg.)

539. Dr. Anderson in lab ca 1935. (neg.)

540. Mendenhall. (neg.)


542. Gladys Forrest, 1937, Douglas Ski Trail?

543. [woman w/camera] (neg.)
544. Dr. J. P. Anderson and Mr. Brown, Salmon Creek Dam.

545. Helen V. Thompson.

546. Ada White Sharples at her home in Rainier, Ore.

547. Roy Noland & Oscar.

548. [Woman w/rifle near waterfall]

549. [Woman on Mt. Roberts overlooking Juneau area].

550. Dr. Anderson & Mrs. Brown on Mt. Roberts, 1946 (neg. only- no print).

551. Dr. Anderson (neg. only- no print).

552. Dr. Anderson (neg. only- no print).

553. Dr. Anderson (color neg.- no print).

554. Dr. Anderson (neg. only- no print).

Folder 7 (#555 – 594)

Colored transparencies: Juneau area and miscellaneous views

555. [Woman in red kuspuk]


557. [Woman in brown kuspuk]

558. [Dr. Anderson on trail overlooking Mendenhall ice field].

559. Skater’s cabin with many skaters on the ice.

560. Skater’s cabin

561. Mendenhall Glacier.

562. Mendenhall Glacier in background, cows in foreground.
563. Mendenhall Glacier.
564. Mendenhall Glacier.
565. Mendenhall Glacier.
566. Mendenhall Glacier.
567. Mendenhall Glacier with several skaters on the ice.
568. Mendenhall Glacier.
569. Mendenhall Glacier.
570. Mendenhall Glacier in background, bridge in foreground.
571. House interior.
572. Juneau airport.
573. Harbor in Juneau.
574. [Gastineau Channel].
575-580. Hikers, including Maxcine.
581. [Cleaning halibut].
582-584. Lucille and Harry Stonehouse near tern nest- tern trying to chase them off.
585-588. Alaska wildflowers.

**Box 2 (#595 – 1944)**

**Slides: Flowers listed by botanical name [1,349 slides]**

- Folder 1 (#595 – 743)  Anemone to Cypripedium [149 slides]
- Folder 2 (#744 – 933)  Engeron to Oxytropis [190 slides]
- Folder 3 (#934 – 1143)  Papaver to Rubus [210 slides]
Folder 4 (#1144 – 1344)  A-D [207 slides by botanical name]

Folder 5 (#1345 – 1514)  Salix to Viola [170 slides]
Folder 6 (#1515 – 1711)  D-M [197 slides by botanical name]
Folder 7 (#1712 – 1807)  N-P [106 slides by botanical name]
Folder 8 (#1808 – 1944)  R-Z [138 slides by botanical name]

Box 3 – Three scrapbooks [Numbered as PCA 121-3-#]

Scrapbook 1 (#1 – 106)
[Trip along the Haines, Richardson, Alcan highways. Maxcine Williams, Christine Heller, Lucile Stonehouse, Amy Rude. ca. 1949]

3-1. #1 Our first camp at mile 42 ½ Haines Hiway – [Carrying supplies in and out of a log cabin]

3-2.  #2 [front view of log cabin]

3-3.  #3 June very late spring [Christine Heller, Amy Rude and Lucile Stonehouse working around an outdoor camp in front of a snowy hillside]

3-4. #4 Mile 61 Haines Hiway second camp [Car parked next to a cabin in front of a snow covered mountain in the background. There is a laundry line strung from the car in front of the cabin]

3-5. #4a Ah! That early morning AIR! [Same scene as 4 but portrait view instead of landscape. Christine Heller is visible in this shot next to the cabin]

[bright reddish orange berries – photo returned to correct location: 3-658]

3-6. Around our campfire at Mile 61 Haines Highway. From left to right—Miss Christine Heller, Mrs. Amy Rude and Mrs. Lucile Stonehouse. [Same as 3 but larger format]

3-7. Camp at Mile 61 Haines Highway June 15th with two of the three Guardsmen in the background. About 6 A.M. in the morning. We are letting the wash finish drying as we are packing up. [Same view as 4 but larger format]

3-8. #6 Burwash landing Lake Kluane Third Camp [Lake Kluane in background, small log cabin and car in foreground]

3-9. #5 Our cabin at Burwash [3/4 view of cabin from 8]
3-10. #7 Yukon Toilet [Wooden outhouse built over a stream]

3-11. #9 Fourth Camp – Mirror Creek in Canada [Sign for “Mirror Creek Tourist Campground” two trailers and three cars. Unpacking the center car]

3-12. #8 A very fine campsite [Slightly different view but same scene as 11]

3-13. #11 Our fifth Camp C.A.A. Tanacross [Car parked next to small log cabin]

3-14. #12 So cozy! [Similar view as 13 but part of the group is in front of the door to the cabin]

3-15. #13 Our sixth camp. No place to camp out much as one nears Fairbanks [Car parked in front of a small hotel]

3-16. #15 Our seventh camp(?) [Group member walking from a house to a car]

3-17. #15a Rev. and Mrs. Luthro kindly took us in [Unpacking the car in front of a house]

3-18. #14 [Group member walking from the house to the car]

3-19. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller of Miller House and their dog Bobbie with his dinner bell. He always rang it when dinner was ready. [A couple and a black and white dog on front porch of wooden house]

3-20. #19 [Same as 19 but smaller format]

3-21. #21 [Bobbie the dog walking across the porch with his bell]

3-22. #20 Bobbie and the dinner bell [Bobbie walking towards the camera. Mrs. Frank Miller is in the background in the doorway of the house]

3-23. #16 Miller House We stayed here 11 days [Large single story log house in front of hillside]

3-24. #25 Midnight Sun Eagle Summit Gad but it was cold! June 21/49 [Car parked on side of dirt road. Group member standing beside car looking out at flat open landscape]

3-25. #23 Eagle Summit Our goal [Hillside with some patches of snow and a dirt road in the center]
3-26. #24 Chris photographing a posey [Christine Heller laying in the grass on a large hillside above a dirt road. More hills in the background]

3-27. On top of Eagle Summit #22 [Christine Heller, Lucile Stonehouse and Amy Rude at the summit looking out over the hilltops]

3-28. #31 Unloading the car at Miller House [The group bent over the trunk of the car with a hill in the background]

3-29. #33 [The group standing behind the car facing the camera holding camping supplies]

3-30. #32 Old Prospectors Cabin [Small slightly ramshackle log cabin]

3-31. #17 [The group members and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller in a living room. The group members and Mrs. Miller are sitting around a small table and Mr. Miller is nearby in a leather chair with a pipe]

3-32. #33 [The group examining and preserving botanical specimens in a small room at the Miller House]

3-33. #18 Miller House Dining Room

3-34. #34 Pre glacial bones and otherwise [The group is looking one set of antlers and one set of horns on the side of the Miller House]

3-35. Listening to Tundra Topics on the radio at Miller House. From left to right: Mr. Miller, Amy Rude, Mrs. Miller, Lucille Stonehouse and Christine Heller. [Same as 31 but smaller format]

3-36. Putting up a day’s collection at Miller House on the Steese Highway. From left to right --- Amy Rude, Lucile Stonehouse and Christine Heller. Amy is sorting the plants spread out on the bed, Lucile is studying a specimen to determine its name and Christine is getting the data written on the paper in which the plant will be pressed. [Same view, larger format as 32. Calendar on back wall reads “1938”]

3-37. #26 Hydralicing on Mastodon Creek An did it stink! [Two group members are in front of a rock face. Third group member is in the foreground facing away from the camera. Next to her is a machine spraying the rock next to the other group members]
3-38. #28 [The group members are looking at an antler and bones in the foreground with a creek, hydraulic mining equipment and a hillside in the background]

3-39. #27 [Same view as 37 but without the woman in the foreground]

3-40. #29 Lucile & Miner [Lucile Stonehouse standing next to a miner in front of a large rock pile]

3-41. Looking over some prehistoric bones recently uncovered in hydraulic mining on Mastadon Creek on Steese Highway 116 miles from Fairbanks. [Same view, larger format as 38]

3-42. #30 Bob Bartlett claim [One of the group members standing on a hillside looking down into a valley with a creek running through it. Some mining equipment is below her and there are gentle hills in the background]

3-43. #31 Zimmerman’s [A collection of small wooden buildings and one larger wooden building on a hillside, there is a woman visible in the doorway of the building on the right]

3-44. #30 [Same view as 42 but portrait style instead of landscape]

3-45. #36 We pack up [Two of the group members carrying camping supplies out of a small log cabin]

3-46. #35 For our return to Fairbanks [Two of the group members carrying more camping supplies out of a small log cabin]

3-47. #39 [The car up on a truck bed in front of the Miller House. One of the group members is using a ladder to climb down from the car. Camping supplies are on the ground in the foreground]

3-48. Our ignominious return from Miller House to Fairbanks on the back of the mail truck. Christine outside Amy inside loading our car “Cippy”. [Same view, larger format as 47]

3-49. #40 Gold Dredge

3-50. #44 Ester Creek [Slightly different view of 49]

3-51. #41 [Slightly different view of 49, 50 with one of the group members in the foreground]
3-52. #42 [Around the other side of the same building from 49-51 with one of the group members in the foreground]

3-53. #46 Ester Creek

3-54. #45 Diggings [One of the group members in the foreground on the right next to a large creek]

3-55. #41 [Looking across a wide creek with steep hills in the background]

3-56. #43 [Amy Rude in foreground looking away from the camera towards the gold dredge, same building as 49-52]

3-57. Amy close up and Lucile in distance taking pictures of one of the big gold dredges on Ester Creek near Fairbanks [Same scene, larger format as 56]

3-58. #49 [Three of the group members at a small campsite with botanical specimens and the car. Another lady is visible sitting in a tent pitched next to the car]

3-59. The Four Bums (Mr. Miller’s name for us) at Bert Hansen’s Hunting and Fishing Lodge on the Clearwater River. Left to right: Lucile Stonehouse, Amy Rude, Christine Heller, Maxcine Williams [Group photo of all four group members in front of a wooden building]

3-60. #53a Clearwater River where Bert has a Hunting & Fishing Lodge [Three group members standing in a small boat each one is holding a fish]

3-61. #52 [One group member and a man standing and fishing off a small boat. In the background a second group member is standing and fishing in the river]

3-62. #53 [One of the group members pulling a fish out of the river. She is standing ankle deep in the water]

3-63. #51 Bert and Irene [A couple standing in front of the Hunting and Fishing Lodge]

3-64. Lucile, Christine and Amy displaying the Greyling caught on the Clearwater [Close-up of scene from 60]

3-65. We get a helping hand on the Richardson Highway when our gas feed refuses to feed properly. A road commission grader lifts the front end up so the boys on the road crew can get under. A woman trucker is also helping. Amy in the white scarf is talking to her and Lucile stands by.
3-66. #55 Trouble on the Richardson [Different view of scene from 65. Amy Rude and Lucile Stonehouse are talking with the lady trucker and another man trying to fix their car]

3-67. #54 [Same as 65 but smaller format]

3-68. #56 [“Rapids Hunting Lodge” Lodge with mountains in background]

3-69. #57 [Some wooden buildings next to a river with mountains in the background]

3-70. #58 [Dirt road next to a large river with mountains in the background]

3-71. #59 [One of the group members collecting specimens in front of the river with mountains in the background]

3-72. #60 [The car parked in front of a small bridge across part of the river with a larger part of the river in the background and mountains beyond]

3-73. #65 [Man driving a small bulldozer near the river. Three people in the background and mountains in the far background]

3-74. #64 [Same scene as 73 but without the men in the background]

3-75. #61 [Group of men along the side of a dirt road. More people and three trucks in the background]

3-76. #63 Washout on the Richardson held up only a few hours [Description refers to 73-83]

3-77. #62 [Bulldozer clearing rocks as three men look on]

3-78. #68 [Large covered truck crossing the washout towards three trucks parked across the water. Two people look on]

3-79. #68a [Large truck parked in the washout. One person in the background facing towards the camera]

3-80. #66 [Large truck, as in 79, on dirt road facing group of men and three trucks in background]

3-81. #69 [Two jeeps cross the washout as two people watch from the sides]
3-82.  #67  [A large truck crosses the washout.  More cars in the background across the washout]

3-83.  #70  [The group’s car preparing to cross the washout.  Photo from the other side facing the car.  A man with a shovel looks on]

3-84.  #71  Young’s Roadhouse I don’t think we will forget this place for some time! [A large log building and a smaller wooden building.  The group’s car is open and parked in front of the smaller building.  Pile of oil barrels in the foreground]

3-85.  #72  [Close-up view of the group’s car in front of the smaller building as in 84]

3-86.  #74  Canadian-Alaska Border – hardest ground on the trip [Description refers to 86-87.  One tent and two nets and a small fire pit in a clearing]

3-87.  #73  [Two foreground tents from the other side. Small building in the background sign reads, “STOP Inspection By Canadian Customs”]

3-88.  #76  [Lucile Stonehouse cooking outside over a fire in the evening.  Left side of the photo is dark and blurred]

3-89.  #75  [Lucile Stonehouse and another group member standing behind the cook fire next to the tents in the evening]

3-90.  We really camped out at the Alaska Canadian Border. Early in the morning the hump under the white net is Lucile dressing --- Amy and Chris under the dark net are not yet up. [Same scene as 87, larger format]

3-91.  Lucile helps herself to some stew at our campfire at the border [Close up of right side of 88]

3-92.  Haines Highway about Mile 80 - Moose Country [The car parked along a dirt road next to a large valley with a large snow covered mountain in the background]

3-93.  #79  Haines Hiway – great moose country [Description refers to 92-95. Same view as 92]

3-94.  #77  [Dirt road through a valley with snow capped mountains in the background]

3-95.  #78  [Valley with mountains in the background]
3-96. Amy Christine and Lucile shoot the poor little white Mertensia Paniculata. It is ordinarily blue thus the great rush to get it [Color photograph of Amy Rude, Christine Heller and Lucile Stonehouse kneeling in the grass photographing a patch of small white flowers]

3-97. #82 Mile 10 Haines Hiway [Description refers to 431-434. The group is gathered around a campfire with their car in the background]

3-98. #81 [Same scene slightly different view as 97]

3-99. #80 [Same scene different view as 97-98]

3-100. #83 [Same scene as 97-99. The group members are all standing around the campfire]

3-101. Our last campfire ten miles from Haines – Frying Lake Trout from Beloud’s [Same scene, larger format as 100]

3-102. #84a [Group member frying in two pans over a campfire]

3-103. #85 Our Medicine Chest [11 small labeled boxes. Labels read top row left to right: sore eyes, too much sourdo. 2nd row left to right: 2@12m for bear fright, When you put gasoline on campfire put this on hands first, white=glorified aspirin yellow more potent puill. Hencopho etc., Cat’s Athlete’s foot medication. 2nd row. 3rd row left to right: For “The Misery” Aching bones & ‘Jints, Rheumatiz, & TTTt. Climber’s Hangover”, For B6 Description To improve eyesight especially after 11 p.m., 1 q 1 d for fish poisoning. Bottom row left to right: 1 B 1 d for Buck fever, 3 @ midnight for hangover]

3-104. #84 [Same scene slightly different view as 102]

3-105. Doctor Rude and staff had a lot of fun preparing our first aid kit when we opened it this is what we found. Medicine for Bear Fright, for Too Much Sourdough, for Fish Poisoning, for Hangover, for Buck Fever, to Improve Eyesight Especially After 11 P.M., for Mountain Climbers Hangover and Sore Eyes! [Same scene larger format of 103]

3-106. [Juneau Botanical Club Newsletter Issue #1, November 1949 and Juneau Botanical Club Newsletter Issue #2, January 1950. These newsletters describe the group’s trip up north, who they met and were assisted by and also where, when and how they collected their botanical specimens and their relative importance. In summary they drove about 2000 miles and collected 1100 specimens. At the
end of the 2nd newsletter there is a list of all the people to whom the two newsletters were sent]

**Scrapbook 2** (#107 – 646)


3-107. This Book Belongs To Mrs. Maxcine Williams Juneau, Alaska [Bookplate]

3-108. Panorama Juneau to Sheep Creek [Panorama constructed of four photographs of Mt. Roberts put together and attached to a piece of cardboard. Inscription on verso reads, “Panorama Juneau to Sheep Creek”]

3-109. Ice is going out Chena Slough 1929. Fbks [Large bridge across the Chena Slough. Figures on the bridge watching break-up]

3-110. [Heavy equipment – ore dredge]

3-111. Skeeters Are Bad! [Woman in a field wearing a mosquito net hat]

3-112. N.C. Co. Fairbanks [Fairbanks Post Office and other buildings]

Photos missing, text reads, “1929”

3-113. Ice Palace – Fairbanks [Three figures in front of a small castle built from ice blocks]

3-114. Summer Boarding Sled Dogs [Twelve dogs each in front of their own log doghouse]

3-115. Mt. Sheep in Mt. McKinley Park [21 Sheep running up a steep hillside]

3-116. Reindeer as pack horses [A man, a dog and two Reindeer. The Reindeer are loaded up with packs]

3-117. Mt. McKinley & Cache [Log building on tall stilts in foreground. Mt. McKinley in background]

3-118. High Water Fairbanks [House in high water, the water reaches the house’s door. A car is visible in the far right of the photograph with water reaching halfway up the wheels]
3-119. [Dog laying in a doghouse built with logs in a teepee shape covered in dirt and grass]

3-120. [Team of nine dogs hooked up to a sled with three figures in fur lined parkas standing behind them]

3-121. [Figure bent over in foreground, three Reindeer in the background]

3-122. [Group of Reindeer in a pen]

3-123. [Man walking up to a small group of tethered Reindeer]

3-124. Reindeer Round-Up [Herd of Reindeer standing in a valley]

3-125. [A Reindeer grazing]

3-126. Musk Ox [Close-up of a Musk Ox]

3-127. Ptamagin [Close-up of a Ptarmigan in winter plumage]

3-128. Ptamagin [Ptarmigan in mix of fall and winter plumage]

3-129. Caribou [Group of Caribou crossing a dirt road]

3-130. [Deer swimming]

3-131. [Deer standing behind large log, visible from chest up]

3-132. Fred & Red [Two men skinning a deer]

3-133. [Long shot of a deer on a beach]

3-134. [Deer in the snow]

3-135. [Two deer with a rope and covering]

3-136. [A deer on a boat]

3-137. Red, Fred & Vi Endres Williams [Two men and a woman on the back of a boat with six deer carcass laying in front of them]

3-138 to 143. [Deer in woods]
3-144. On Admiralty Island. On our deer hunt about 1930-31 [Two deer on a rocky beach. Text refers to 138-145]

3-145. [Deer mid-leap]

3-146 to 148. Murres

3-149 to 150. Auklets

3-151. Heron
3-152. Canadian Geese

3-153. Sea Gulls

3-154 to 155. [Canadian Geese]

3-156. A Sad Tale [Figure holding a bird by the feet, its beak is caught in something, perhaps a clam shell?]

3-157 to 159. Grouse

3-160 to 166. Mountain Goats –

3-167 to 169. [Mountain Goat carcass]

3-170. Skinned goat

3-171. Frozen goat [Two frozen goat carcasses]

3-172. Sea Elephant [Close-up of an Elephant Seal]

3-173. Mt Goat [Man with a Mountain Goat Carcass]

Photos missing, text reads, “Islander Wreck”

3-174. [Two figures in front of the Mendenhall Glacier]

3-175. [Figure standing on a small piece of glacial ice in front of the Mendenhall Glacier terminus]

3-176. [Mendenhall Glacier from across Auke Lake]
3-177. [Same view as 176 but portrait instead of landscape]


3-179. [Close-up of ice cave at the Mendenhall Glacier]

3-180. [Man standing on the Mendenhall Glacier]

3-181. [Close-up of glacial ice at the Mendenhall Glacier]

3-182. [Figure holding on to a rope and walking on the Mendenhall Glacier]

3-183. [View of the Mendenhall Glacier terminus from behind]

3-184. [Mountains behind the Mendenhall Glacier from across the Mendenhall Valley]


3-186. Auke Lake Mendenhall Glacier [text refers to 185-200]

to 195.

3-196. Ice Skating Auke Lake [Four figures in foreground, more in the background skating on Auke Lake]

3-197. [Mendenhall Glacier from across Auke Lake]

3-198. [Same view as 197 but covered in a few inches of snow]

3-199. [Mt. McGinnis from across Auke Lake]

3-200. [Mendenhall Glacier from across Auke Lake. Ice skaters are visible on the far side of the lake]

3-201. Auke Lake Mendenhall Glacier

3-202. [Mendenhall Glacier and Auke Lake]

3-203. [Mendenhall Glacier in winter with fog]

3-204. [Mendenhall Glacier from across Mendenhall Lake]

3-205. [Mendenhall Glacier and Auke Lake in winter]
3-206. [Mountains from an airplane. Airplane wing in the top third of photo]

3-207 to 208. [Mendenhall Glacier and Mendenhall Valley]

3-209. [Trees and hillside in winter]

3-210. [Thunder Mountain from Mendenhall Valley in winter]

3-211. [Mendenhall Glacier from Mendenhall Valley. Small bridge in foreground]

3-212. Mendenhall River [Mt. McGinnis with Mendenhall River in foreground]

3-213. Auk Lake, Alaska c ’30 Ordway. [Mendenhall Glacier from across Auke Lake in winter]

3-214. verso reads, “Maxcine Williams, Juneau, Alaska” [Cows in a field in foreground, Mendenhall Glacier in background]

3-215. Mendenhall Glacier

3-216. [Mendenhall Glacier terminus with Mt. McGinnis in the background]

3-217 to 219. [Mendenhall Glacier]

3-220. Rock looks like seal! [Glacial erratic in foreground, Mendenhall Glacier in background]

3-221. Mendenhall Lake [Mendenhall Glacier terminus from west glacier side]

3-222. Mrs. Brown J.P. Anderson Harry Stonehouse Mr. Brown on Mt. Roberts [Four figures standing on hillside of Mt. Roberts]

3-223 to 226. J.P. Anderson Mendenhall posed for Herb Hilscher – [Man in foreground Mendenhall Glacier in background]

3-227. Christine Heller – The Daniel Boone of the Celeutians at the entrance to cave on Kagamil Is. And June 1948 [Christine Heller sitting at the entrance of a cave]

3-228. In Doty’s Cove [Person standing in the water fishing]

3-229. Red Admiralty Is [Red Williams standing on creek bed]
3-230. 'Mole Harbor [Woodshed at the edge of a forest]

3-231. [Fish laid out with ruler]

3-232. Grayling

3-233. [Fish laid out with wicker basket and fishing pole]

3-234. Lake Trout [Couple standing holding lines with lots of fish strung on them]

3-235. Alaska Fish [Three fish laid out with open wicker basket]

3-236. [Man fishing in a river]

3-237. [Boat]

3-238. Caught by R.M. Keeney Sunday, June 21 – 1936  Cet Tangel Boat Cove (Over) 41” long 40 lbs. in round [Fish hanging in front of a building]

3-239. A Skate Ray Noland [Roy Noland standing in a boat holding a skate up with a gaffer]

3-240. Red [Red Williams looking down at a flat fish which is partway in the boat]

3-241. Gladys Williams [Gladys Williams standing holding up a fish]

3-242. Red [Dark photo, man’s silhouette in front of water]

3-243 to 246. Salmon [Different people holding up very large salmon. Text refers to 243-257]

3-247. [Pile of salmon]

3-248. Claude Carnegie [Man with large salmon]

3-249. Me [Maxcine Williams holding up a salmon]

3-250. Tex [Man with large salmon slung over his shoulder]

3-251. Oscar J Berg [Man with large salmon]

3-252. [Side of a boat]
3-253 to 254. [Salmon in the water]

3-255. OOPS! [Salmon in the water]

3-256. They grow big in Alaska! [Trick photo which appears to show a young lady sitting on top of a huge salmon]

3-257. Red & I Hibbs Cannery Cove Pybus Bay [Four people on a dock. Red is holding up a large salmon]

3-258 to 261. George Skuse’s boat the Jerry [Hand tinted photographs of a boat in front of a waterfall, glacier, horizon and mountain. Man fishing off the boat in 260]

3-262. In Doty’s Cove Admiralty Is. Gladys Williams [Fishing in the cove]

3-263. [Fish leaping up a stream]

3-264. [Fishing out of a stream]

3-265 to 266. Hasselborg Lake <- Red Williams [Red fishing at Hasselborg Lake]

3-267. [Log cabin]

3-268. Steven’s Passage Douglas Is [From the air]

3-269. Looking up Gastineau Channel Across Taku Inlet [From the air]

3-270. [Three men standing in a boat and a skiff fishing]

3-271. [Pulling a fish into the skiff]

3-272. George Skuse – Red [Man standing in skiff holding a fish]

3-273. 1938 [Man fishing from skiff]

3-274. Lucille Stonehouse Amy Rude Edith Scammon Flower collecting at College 1949 [Four women standing in a field]

3-275. Christine Heller, Amy Rude, Lucille Stonehouse Mastadon Creek 1949 [Same as 41]

3-276. Amy Rude, Lucille Stonehouse, Christine Heller Miller House 1 Steward Hiway 1949 [Same as 36]
3-277 to 281. [Boats]

3-282. [DUPOCO with skiff in tow.]

3-283. [ALASKA at dock]

3-284 to 291. [Boats]

3-292. [Juneau Dock. AJ Mine in background]

3-293. Patsy Official Greeter [Patsy Ann the dog sitting on the Juneau dock]

3-294. [Passenger ship at the Juneau Dock. AJ Mine in background]

3-295 to 296. [Boats]

3-297. [Boat at the Juneau Dock. Old Douglas Bridge in background]

3-298. [Boat]

3-299. “Patsy” Official Greeter of all boats [Patsy Ann the dog sitting on the Juneau Dock]

3-300. Taku River [Small boat with two people and a dog. Glacier in background]

3-301. Seining [Boat with nets out. Text refers to 301-302]

3-302. [Hauling in the net]

3-303 to 305. Brailing

3-306. Ked – Ray Noland [Close up of boat, the “Ked,” with two men on board]

3-307. Ray Noland’s boat “Ked” [Two men on board the Ked]

3-308. [Water splashing against the side of a boat]

3-309. Fish Trap

3-310. [Four people watching a large boat from the Juneau Dock]

3-311. A big pleasure boat at Juneau in 30’s? [Large passenger ship]
3-312. [Large passenger ship from the front]

3-313. [Downtown Juneau and Douglas Bridge from above]

3-314. [Downtown Juneau, Mt. Juneau and a large passanger ship from across the Gastineau Channel]

3-315. Barrymoon Yacht

3-316 to 317. [sailboat from two different angles with sails out]

3-318. Gastineau Channel

3-319. Herring [Boat full of herring]

3-320. Taku Wind [Boat out in very windy water]

3-321. Ossie Sweet – “gagshot” – at Wrangell [Two dogs hitched to a wheeled dog sled in front of a long house. A man is sitting in the sled and a woman standing behind it]

3-322 to 325. Ossie Sweet setting up a picture of an Indian carving a totem pole – at Mendenhall Glacier. Ordway took them [Set-up for filming of two men in traditional dress carving a totem pole. Mendenhall Glacier in the background. Versos read, “Ozzie Sweet on location,” “A set up out at Mendenhall Glacier 40’s” “Ozzie Sweet’s set up for pics,” “Ozzie Sweet,”]

3-326. Douglas Island Ski Bowl [Mountain with tracks from downhill skiing]

3-327. [Mountaintop with ski tracks]

3-328. Juneau in distance [Downtown Juneau from a mountaintop on Douglas Island]

3-329. [Mountain with ski tracks]

3-330. [Four skiers coming down a ski trail. Two more people in background]

3-331 to 334. Douglas Island Ski Slopes [Scenes of Douglas Island covered in snow and ski tracks and some skiers]

3-335. Vander Leest [Woman stomping her skis, man standing on skis in background]
3-336 to 343. [Skiers on Douglas Island]

3-344. Nixon [Man standing on skis]

3-345. [Ski tracks on Douglas Island]

3-346 to 361. Douglas Ski Races [Skiers crossing the finish line on Douglas]

3-362 to 363. Davelin’s [A couple on ice skates posing on the Mendenhall Lake in front of the glacier, two different views]

3-364. Auke Lake [An ice skater on Auke Lake]

3-365. Mendenhall Lake [Three ice skaters on Mendenhall Lake]

3-366. [A couple on ice skates standing on the Mendenhall Lake in front of the Mendenhall Glacier]

3-367. [A man on ice skates on Mendenhall Lake in front of the Mendenhall Glacier. Many other ice skaters in the background]

3-368. The ball Tom Haynes missed – And how! [Baseball game. Pictured is the batter and the catcher and the ball is just visible flying between them. There is an arrow at the bottom of the picture pointing up to the ball. In the background there are mostly empty stands and signs advertising, “Alaska Laundry,” “California Grocery,” and “Snow White Laundry.”]

3-369. Football! [Football game in progress on a very wet field]

3-370 to 372. Can you spot the ball in these pictures? [Baseball scenes all showing the batter and the catcher. In the background signs are visible advertising, “Bailey’s Café,” “Alaska Laundry,” “California Grocery,” “Juneau Drug,” and “Snow White Laundry.”]

3-373 to 379. [Juneau and Douglas from a distance and from above]

3-380. Juneau-Douglas bridge [The old Juneau-Douglas suspension bridge lit up at night]

3-381 to 386. Juneau [Juneau and Douglas from above]

3-387. Gold Creek Basin [Gold Creek Basin from an airplane]
3-388 to 389. No wind today [AJ Mine and downtown Juneau. Large smoke cloud partially obscures the mine]

3-390. From Mt. Juneau [Juneau and Douglas as seen from Mt. Juneau]

3-391. [Juneau-Douglas suspension bridge from a distance]

3-392. From Mt. Juneau [Juneau and Douglas as seen from Mt. Juneau]

3-393. [Rock dump, A-J Mill, and downtown Juneau seen from snowy mountain on Douglas Island]

3-394. [Juneau-Douglas suspension bridge from a distance]

3-395. A.J. Mine

3-396. Slide – Mt. Roberts [Mudslide on Mt. Roberts]

3-397 to 398. Telephoto [The AJ Mine from Douglas Island]

3-399. Juneau Sawmill smoke [Smoke from the Juneau Sawmill from above]

3-400. Telephone Hill – Webster House [House on top of Telephone Hill]

3-401. Ship in port [Large ship at the downtown Juneau dock at night]

3-402. [Downtown Juneau buildings, “B.M. Behrends,” building is visible along with houses and downtown buildings]

3-403. Grade School [Capital School building]

3-404. High School and Grade School

3-405. Ida Carnegie [or Carnegie] [Woman in front of a florist window, woman is wearing a floral print dress and the window is full of large flowers]

3-406. Front Street [Large totem pole and clock on Front Street in downtown Juneau. Sign advertising, “The Nugget Shop.”]

3-407. Juneau Florists Greenhouse [Three large greenhouses and raised beds]

3-408. [View down Front Street in downtown Juneau]
3-409. Governors Mansion  [The Juneau Governor’s Mansion]

3-410 to 411. Apple trees in bloom  [Flowering apple trees in front of building and houses in Juneau]

3-412. Christian Science Church

3-413 to 415. [Downtown Juneau harbor in front of the AJ Mine. Two boat names visible, “Three Deuces, Juneau,” and “Messenger.”]
3-416. Bank Night at Show  [Crowd of people outside a building, “Coliseum,” at night]

3-417. A.J. Mill and Mt. Roberts from Douglas Island

3-418. Lights of Juneau  [Downtown Juneau from Douglas Island at night]

3-419. Gastineau Channel

3-420. [Mine near Juneau]

3-421. [Ship moving up the Gastineau Channel]

3-422. [Mountain valley near Juneau]

3-423. Navy Destroyers in port  [Group of Navy Destroyers and a float plane in downtown Juneau]

3-424. Thane [Buildings on the hillside south of Juneau]

3-425. Thane – 4 miles south of Juneau [Closer view of 424]

3-426. Sheep Creek Basin

3-427. The Bar - End of Douglas Is. – Salmon Creek Dam visible  [Gastineau Channel view from above with Douglas Island, Juneau Wetlands, Salmon Creek Dam and Mountains/Juneau Icefield visible]

3-428. Gastineau Channel  [Juneau-Douglas suspension bridge, Gastineau Channel and mountains]

3-429. Goldstein Bldg. Fire – Snap Shoppe.  [Hand tinted photo of the Goldstein Building on fire]
3-430. Lena Beach house – Juneau  [Hand tinted photo of log house with stone chimney and large garden]

3-431. Skagway Street Car Skagway Alaska © 34 Ordway 35443 [Postcard with streetcar in Skagway. Writing on street car reads, “25¢ Skagway Alaska Street Car One Way 25¢ – No2 A two hour drive to all points of interest Days of 98 described on tour Pullen House Hotel Nothing like it in the WORLD”]

3-432. Alaska “cotton” Lucille and Harriet Stonehouse [Two women, Lucille and Harriet Stonehouse standing in a field of Alaska Cotton both are holding large bundles of Alaska Cotton]

3-433. Maxcine Williams in Fortune Magazine  [Color photo of large field of Alaska Cotton (same field as 761)]

3-434. -Alaskans- [Caption refers to 434-440] [Governor Troy and group on Governor’s House side porch]

3-435. Gov. Troy  [With two women on a boat deck]

3-436. Gov. Troy and cronies  [Group of men standing outside Governor’s House]

3-437. Leonard Berlin  [Standing on a boat deck]

3-438. Mr. Hawksworth  [Three men wearing Chilkat blankets]

3-439. Jay Williams  [Man running behind a sled being pulled by two dogs]

3-440. Pres. Harding in Juneau [From behind and through a crowd]

3-441. “MA” Pullen – Skagway

3-442. Father Kashevarof – Juneau

3-443. Ed Andrews Photographer

3-444. Nellie Neal Lawing

3-445. Barret Willouby  [Willoughby]

3-446. Matilda Holst [Standing next to a Totem Pole]

3-447 to 448. Rev. & Mrs. Personnias [On the beach in Native SE Alaskan dress]
3-449. Dr. Council [Lying in the grass drinking from a bottle]

3-450. Mr. Smith Taku Lodge [Man with dog sled in motion]

3-451. Mr. & Mrs. Howard Stabler [Leaning against car]

3-452. Mort Truesdell [In front of Gun Store (sign visible)]

3-453. McKinney & Red up Gold Creek [Rea dying the gun in the snow in the Gold Creek area]

3-454 to 455. Publicity Stunt – Selling Refri to Eskimo! [Two men on a street one dressed as an Eskimo. 454 shows a box between them which reads, “Moran Arctic Expedition Base Canada Juneau Alaska From: Garvin Ice & Fuel Co Ltd Vancouver B.C.” In 455 the box is open revealing a full size refrigerator]

3-456. Ozzie Sweet Hosea Sarber [With guns and binoculars on a hillside]

3-457. [Two men walking through a clearing wearing large backpacks]

3-458 to 459. Amos Berg

3-460. Mollie Walsh, the wonder girl of White Pass Trail. Alone and without help in the winter of 1897-8 she ran a tent roadhouse and fed and lodged the wildest and most persistent men Alaska ever saw and remained as clean morally as the snow that fell on her tent. [Postcard portrait]

3-461. Cliff & Nora Tisdale [Seated in front of Christmas tree]

3-462. Ted T., Biddy – the Dog [Sitting in front of the Christmas tree]


3-465. Mush! [Man skiing in a grass skirt and a hat, photo taken from behind]

3-466 to 469. Alaska Visitors  Tyronne Powers?

3-471. Frank Morgan

3-472. Interior Alaska Indian family – Early days [Family of eight in and around a car]

3-473. [Portrait of a young woman]


3-475. Ruth Jones Gildersleeve [Portrait]

3-476. Eva and Charles Jones in front of White House


3-478. Anne in 68 [Verso reads: Of a May Morning 1968 to Maxcine with love, Anne. Portrait of a woman in a garden]

3-479. Anne Hartman [Woman sitting in a garden][verso printing date: July 1961]

3-480. 9-61 3mo Gildersleeve [Baby]

3-481. Xmas 61 [Baby]

3-482. Kyllingstad; a teacher at Mt. Village [Postcard reads: Merry Christmas! From ‘Skimoland]

3-483. Verso reads, “Holiday Greetings from Donald and Elizabeth Lawrence Our 6-month-old Puli puppy climbing Mt. Katahdin in northern Maine last June. We went west, too, later in the summer, to visit Don’s mother in Portland briefly. She wasn’t well so we didn’t do much but stay with her. Maybe next summer we can hunt you up. [Fluffy black puppy on some rocks]

3-484. [Skagway Streetcar same text on streetcar as 431]

3-485. White Pass Railroad [Train tracks and bridge through mountain valley]

3-486. Haines, Chilcoot [From above]


http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA121.pdf
3-488. Dawson [From above]
3-489. Whitehorse-Yukon River [Float plane and small boats on the river]
3-490 to 491. Kennicott Copper Mine [From above]
3-492. Road House [Large two story log building. Sign reads, “Kenny Lake.”]
3-493. Old road sign! [Sign reads, “ANCHORAGE 185 Miles. Drive HOPEFULLY”]
3-494. Home on Kenai [Two boys sitting on a grassy lawn in front of a log house]
3-495. Sunset - Anchorage
3-496. Interior Alaska - Dryas foreground [Large flat valley with snow capped mountains in far background, cabins near background, Dryas flowers]
3-497. Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes [Smoke rising from underground vents]
3-498 to 499. Early bush pilots & their planes [Man holding large snowshoes and standing in front of a small plane and small planes in a meadow]
3-500. Grass grows high on Kenai Pen. [Meadow]
3-501. Along Alaskan Railroad [Railroad tracks along a river]
3-502. Alaska railroad [Railroad tracks and mountains in the background]
3-503. Governor Frank Heintzelman [Writing at a desk, Hentzleman on verso]
3-504. Ellen McKechnie [In fur parka] [verso: Ellen Graham]
3-505. verso: Mendenhall Glacier Mendenhall Lake, Juneau, Alaska Photo by Maxcine Williams Juneau, Alaska
3-506 to 507. Sitka [From above]
3-508. Pioneer Home Sitka
3-509. Lots for Sale [Empty boat lots, sign reads, “Lots Sale.”]
3-510 to 512. Tee Harbor – Inspiration Point [Different views 512 at night]
3-513. Lynn Canal [Figure silhouetted standing on rocky shore in front of Lynn Canal]

3-514. A very large iceberg [Boat sailing close to a large iceberg]

3-515 to 521. Taku Glacier [Taku Glacier terminus and Taku Chief boat from Juneau]

3-522. Turner Creek

3-523. [Buildings on shore from a boat]

3-524. Mary Joyce

3-525. Devil’s Club

3-526. Veratrum

3-527. Grindstone Falls

3-528. [Evening view of water and hills from shore]

3-529. Gastineau Channel from Salmon Creek

3-530. [Large propeller plane]

3-531. Glacier Hiway – Lemon Creek [Dirt road in Juneau]


3-533 to 537. A marmot [Five views of a marmot labeled No. 1-No. 5]

3-538. Grouse [Hand tinted photo close-up of a grouse]

3-539. Young Stellars Jays [Hand tinted photo of three Jays]

3-540 to 543. Fox Farmers Gambier(?) Bay [Scenes from a fox farm, skins, pups and foxes]

3-544. A Platinum Fox [Man holding a light colored fox]

3-545. Blue Foxes


3-549. [Nest with eggs in it]

3-550. Ptamagin turning. [Ptarmigan between fall and winter plumage]

3-551 to 556. Baby Porcupine taken in Ordways shop 1930-31. [Baby porcupine drinking milk from a bottle posed with two Carnation Milk cans]

3-557. [Bear carcass on the ground]

3-558. Smart! [Squirrel stealing doughnut by chewing through string]

3-559 to 561. [Squirrel]

3-562. Beaver. [Two men holding up a beaver]

3-563 to 564. Eagle. [Immature eagle on the ground]

3-565 to 571. Black Bear Cubs. [Black bear cubs playing in a yard]

3-572 to 573. Polar Bear Cub. [Feeding a polar bear cub]

3-574. [Man holding a black bear cub]

3-575 to 577. [Black bears]

3-578. [One deer swimming]

3-579. Young ducks

3-580. [Bears]

3-581. Red & 1st Bear. [Red Williams posing with large bear carcass]

3-582 to 585. [Bear carcass]
3-586. [Moose calf standing by a person]

3-587. [Moose in a meadow]

3-588. Baby Moose

3-589 to 591. Future Sled Dogs [Alaskan husky puppies]

3-592. [Moose rack]

3-593. Moose [Moose far away in a meadow]

3-594. Tern [Tern in flight]

3-595 to 598. Oscar O’ Berg & Hunter [Bear hunt]

3-599. Roy Noland & Red [Two men sitting in front of a glacier holding shotguns]

3-600. Red & Oscar Waterade

3-601. Red with Emroy & Hal Hibbs

3-602. Red & cook scow Pybus Bay

3-603. Oscar O’Berg getting hair cut from Red

3-604. Cliff Tisdale

3-605. [Ship from shore]

3-606. [Group portrait of four men in front of a glacier]

3-607. Guiding Trip – Red in white [Loading canoes]

    Bear and Goat Hunt [text refers to 3-608 to 610]

3-608. H.B. Clark Party Abbie Kissel [view of 5 people on boat]

3-609. Young Bradley, Oscar O’Berg – Red In Fords Terror [Three men sitting on a hillside]

3-610. [Four men around a cook fire in front of a tent]
3-611. Guides: A. McKinney, Ralph Wouten [or Wooten], Oscar O’Berg, Red Williams. Party got family goat group now in American Museum of Natural History, N.Y. Bradley Trip [Group portrait]

3-612 to 613. Red & Oscar

3-614 to 616. Red

3-617. “Mouse” gets a hair cut - Red cutting

3-618. Oscar O’Berg, Red, Ralph Wooten - Guides [Group portrait]

3-619 to 620. Capt. McDonald, Oscar Waterud, Mr. Clarke [Group portrait with goat carcass]

3-621 to 622. Family Group in American Museum of Natural History, N.Y. Red’s hunter got the big billy in Endicott Arm, Ford’s Terror [Color photos of diorama with three taxidermy goats and painted glacier background]

3-623. Oscar Waterud his hunter [Man with bear carcass]

3-624. [Man with bear carcass]

3-625. [Bear]

3-626. Oscar Waterud

3-627 to 628. [Bear carcasses on boat deck]

3-629 to 630. Capt. Tom Smith [With bear carcass and on deck]

3-631. A tree stand

3-632. [Two men in a skiff]

3-633. Elliot Fremming [In a galley]

Guiding Trip [text refers to 634-640]

3-634. Red skinning bear

3-635. Red
3-636. Red pointing to bear

3-637. verso: [cut-off word] My hunter and a big Black, killed at Port Houghton on the Mainland. [printing date July 2, 1938]

3-638. [two men holding rifles standing behind bear carcass draped over log]

3-639. [one man holding rifle standing beside bear carcass draped over log]

3-640. Bear Meadow

3-641. The Hunter [Portrait]

3-642. [Group portrait on boat]


3-644. [Man standing on boat]

3-645. “Yakobi” [Boat]

3-646. [Two men on a boat]

Scrapbook 3 (#647 – 677)
[Partially filled with color images of flowers.]

3-647. [map] Plant ranges of Alaska

3-648. Alaska Wild Flowers in Color by Maxcine Morgan Williams [title page]

3-649. Forward [X - blank]

3-650. Alaska Brown Cotton  
Ecipherum chamissonis / Range: Scattered throughout Alaska. We have 10 species in the territory. / Height: 4 to 30 inches
Seeding Time: June-July [Color photograph of Alaska Brown Cotton]

3-651. Mountain Ladyslipper  
Cypripedium montanum / Range: Scattered localities in S.E. Alaska; Glacier Bay, Stikine River, Lewes River in Y.T. south to Calif., east to Wyo. / Height: 1 to 2 ft  
Blooming Time: June [Photo missing]
3-652. Steller’s Heather  Cassiope stelleriana / Range: Coastal easternmost Aleutians, southern part of Bering St area up as far as Golovin, Alaskan Peninsula, Kodiak to S.E. Alaska, then in Alaska Range & Upper Y. River area. South to Wash. / Height – Almost flat ground cover  Blooming Time: June-July [Color photograph of Steller’s Heather]

3-653. Green Heather  Phyllodoce glandulifera [or g glandulifera] / Range: - Central Pacific Coast area to SE. Alaska south to Ore., east to Wyo. / Height: - Up to 12 inches  Blooming Time: - July [Color photograph of Green Heather]

3-654. Anemone  Anemone Narcissiflora  [Color photograph of small white flowers with yellow centers]

3-655. Alaska Spirea  Lutkea pectinata [Color photograph of flowers]

3-656. Wild Hyacinth  Limnorchis [Color photograph of Hyacinth]

3-657. Showy Pyrola  Pyrola grandiflora / Range: - Most of Alaska except the Aleutians, Kodiak, and S.E. Alaska. South to eastern part of B.C., east to Labr. / Height: - 3 to 8 inches  Blooming Time; - June-July [Color photograph of Pyrola flowers]


3-659. Arctic Osytrope  Oxytropis nigrescens [Photo missing]

3-660. Wild Rose  Rosa acicularis [Color photograph of Wild Rose]

3-661. Wooly Fernweed  Pedicularis lanata [Color Photo]

3-662. Kamchatka Rhododendron  Rhododendron komtschaticum [Photo missing]

3-663. Broad-petaled Gentian  Gentiana platypetala [Color photograph of Gentian flowers]

3-664. Iris  Iris setosa [Photo missing]

3-665. Alaska Violet  Viola langsdorfii [Color photograph of Alaska Violet]


http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA121.pdf
3-667. Glaucous Gentian     Gentiana glauca [Photo missing]
3-668. Arctic Lupine        Lupinus arcticus [Photo missing]
3-669. Potentilla           Potentilla villosa [Color Photograph of yellow flowers]
3-670. Three-toothed Saxifrage Saxifraga tricuspidata [Color photograph of small yellow flowers clinging to the side of a boulder]
3-671. Marsh Marigold       Caltha palustris [Color photograph of yellow flowers]
3-672. Milk Vetch           Astragalus ssp. [Color photograph of whitish yellow flowers]
3-673. [Color photograph of small yellow flowers]
3-674. [Color photograph of a small yellow flower]
3-675. Rice Root Black Lily Fritillaria camtchatcensis [Color photograph of dark brown lily]
3-676. Index [Blank page]

Box 4

Photographs
4-1. Mendenhall Glacier [hand tinted]
4-2. Mt. McKinley, Alaska, and cotton grass [color photo]
4-3. Ossier Dogwood [b&w]
4-4. Calypso [b&w]
4-5. A jeweled trap [b&w photo of spider web]
4-6. Alaska Gentian [b&w]
4-7. Marsh Marigolds [b&w]
4-8. The hillside’s dew-pearled
   Mrs. Blanchard Skagway late 30s or 40s [photo of garden, hand tinted]
4-9. Ann Colman Garden, 1940’s [hand tinted]
4-10. Same as 4-9, not colored
4-11. M. D. Williams Garden [b&w]
4-12. Tuberous rooted Begonias, Blanchard’s Garden, Skagway [b&w]
4-13. Pansy bordered walk - Blanchard’s Garden - Skagway, Alaska

**Album 1**  [Juneau area, Mendenhall Glacier, Fishing boats, Haines, Glaciers]
**Album 2**  [Flowers, animals, some hand tinted]